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On a redfigured calpis83, found at Eboli, Actaeon is 
attacked by three dogs of a totally new species. The 
foreheads of these gods have a pronounced bulge and 
they have a noticeably short lower jaw, both of which 
characteristics appear in a dog in the painting of the 
'tomb of painted vases' at Corneto84. The same kind 
of dog appears on Etruscan vases85 and on an Apulian 
vase 88 It is probable that it was an Italian race. 

Although, as we have remarked, the spitz was the 
favorite pet dog of the Greeks, yet other varieties are 
frequently seen in the house, especially under the 
table-the Ku'ves Tparvey1es of Homer. It is noticeable 
that the spitz does not occur in this capacity. As early 
as 6oo B. C. the dog in the house appears. On a 
Corinthian crater87 that represents the murder of 
Ismene by Tydeus, a fierce Oriental-looking dog lies 
under Ismene's couch. Reference has already been 
made to the small terrier under the couch of Dionysus88, 
and a greyhound occurs in another instance88. On 
another Corinthian crater90 adXc,re6K1es are attached by 
leashes to the feet of the couches at a banquet scene. 
The Castorian dog also occurs as a domestic dog91. 
The dog in the house seems to have been characteristic 
of earlier vases and rarely occurs after the blackfigured 
style, but on a polychrome vase92 there is an attractive 
scene, a solitary one of its kind, of a dog barking at a 
rabbit in a cage hanging on the wall. 
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, 

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. HELEN M. JOHNSON. 

83Lenormant-de Witte, Elite des Monuments Ceramographiques 
2, Pl. IOI. 

84Monumenti Inediti 8, P1. Q3. 
85Elite des Monuments Ceramographiques 2, P1. 102; 2, P1. I00. 

79. 
86Ibid. 2, PI. I03 B. 87Monumenti Inediti 6, P1. 14. 
88Reinach, R6pertoire des Vases Peints 2.203. 89Ibid. 2.75.2. 
90Monumenti Inediti 6, P1. 35. See also Pottier, Vases Antiques 

du Louvre F 2I6, P1. 79. 
9"Ibid. F. 2, P1. 63. "2Monumenti Inediti 1o.,P1. 37. 

REVIEWS 

The Unwilling Vestal, A Tale of Rome under the 
Caesars. By Edward Lucas White. New York: 
E. P. Dutton and Company (I9I8). Pp. ix+3I7. 

$1.50. 
The cause of the Classics profits greatly when a 

man who really knows them and is at the same time 
an expert in imaginative writing composes a novel 
based upon Greek or Roman life. Mr. White, having 
already won distinction by his El Supremo, has given 
us a Roman story so thoroughly entertaining from 
beginning to end, so ingeniously constructed, so natural 
in its conversations (the heroine can be even ungram- 
matical), and upon the whole so true to the facts of 
ancient life, that the reviewer would prefer to offer 
only favorable criticism, if that were quite dutiful to 
his reader. 

Within recent years there has been a notable effort 
to make the Romans seem as much as possible like our- 
selves; witness, for instance, some of Ferrero's histori- 
cal writing in the journalistic style, or Bernard Shaw's 

Caesar and Cleopatra, wherein the conduct and the 
conversation of the 'greatest Roman of them all' with 
the Egyptian, an ill-tempered spit-fire sufficiently 
Anglicized to suit Shavian antipathies, are as un- 
Shakespearian as the dramatist can make them. 
Brinnaria, who becomes the unwilling Vestal, struck 
me at once as an American girl, and if her 'Daddy', 
"4a true Roman to his marrow" (compare page I2), 

is to be taken as a typical father of the age of Marcus 
Aurelius, we must conclude that by this time patria 
potestas had disappeared as completely in Roman homes 
as in some of our own, where parents impotently 
accept deferred obedience and even resolute defiance 
as incorrigible habits in their offspring (io, I6, 35, etc.); 
her mother is an acquiescent pacifist (i6). 

But the behavior of the enfant terrible of our story, 
whose precociousness is only matched by the phenome- 
nal prolongation of her juvenility, taxes the credulity 
of a classicist more seriously after her inauguration as a 
Vestal. Mr. White rightly refuses to assimilate her 
so closely to the modern nun (i 56) as some scholars' do, 
but the exigencies of his plot take him perhaps too far 
towards the other extreme of worldly license, when he 
allows her years of intimacy with the young married 
man Vocco (iii), has her recline on the dinner couch2, 
instead of sit, as decorum woald prescribe (211; 52)3, 

causes thousands of men to commit involuntarily the 
"sacrilege unspeakable" (102) duriig her descent into 
the arena (71), permits her to tour the roolkeries of her 
pauper tenants in the spirit of a College girl who has 
'taken sociology' (I55, 208), makes her a keen business 
woman with an unholy eye for gain (I 13, I90), and so 
horsy4 (58) that she not only insisted upon fast mares 
for her carriage (209), but owned stock in all the six 
racing-companies (I63), haunted the stables, chatted 
with charioteers, grooms and others like a Nero (I66), 
and finally established a stud-farm of her own, selling 
colts like a regular dealer (167, I98, 240). Well might 
the Pontifex regard all this horse-breeding as somewhat 
unseemly in a Vestal Virgin (i68). 

More surprising, however, is the impunity with which 
she scourged "to red pulp" and kicked an aged pontifex 
of Rome (I04 ff., 122). Already unfrocked in one sense, 
would she not have been so also in another? Her 
slumming in search of assassins (233) might also 
indicate a certain emancipation from the strict require- 

'Compare Preller, Romische Mythologie2, 2.I64, ". . . mit 
der strengsten Enthaltung von allem Umgange mit Mannern 
und allem Familienleben"; Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der 
Romer2, 508, ". . . in stronger Klausur all ihre Zeit in dem 
ihnen zugewiesenen Amtsgebaude, dem Atrium Vestae, verbringen 
das sie nur in AusoIbung ihres Dienstes verlassen", referring to 
Joraan, Tempel der Vesta, 56 ff. (compare his Topographie I. 2. 

423); and Daremberg et Saglio, s.v. Vestalis, 755 b, "Elle y 6tait 
aussi recluse", etc. 

2lncidentally it is to be noted that the novelist makes too much 
of his multiples of nine (289); Varro's famous dictum about the 
Graces and the Muses is, of course, no support for that view. 

3quia turpis visus est in muliere accubitus, as the Roman put it. 
Compare the sellisternium with the lectisternium. 

4Such a reference as Lanciani, Ancient Rome in the Light of 
Recent Discoveries, I39, could, like much else that he says, be very 
misleading. 
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ments of the Republican Age (Livy 4.44; 8.i5), with 
which there seems to have been some sympathy even 
in the days of Seneca (Controversiae 1.2; 6.8)5. As a 
matter of fact, Brinnaria's murderous disposition (237) 
is less in accord with her love of babies (157), her ten- 
derness towards the poor, and her scandalous rescue 
of a cur from the cruelty of gamins6 than with our 
author's general thesis that the Romans were "a 
ferocious and sanguinary stock" (232) and "had been 
professional killers for a thousand years" (67 ff.). 
Some of us will concede the 'sweet inconsistency of 
worqen' more readily than we shall Mr. White this 
severe arraignment of her compatriots of the second 
century. 

On the other hand, this novel contains none of that 
exaggeration of theluxury and lubricity of Roman life 
to which sensational writers and paintersehave resorted 
in making their low appeals. Brinnaria's pudicity is 
matched by her lover's continence (139-140) until, at 
any rate, the harem of twelve wives was incumbent 
upon him at Nemi (228). Every lover of numismatics 
will be glad that Mr. White pictures Faustina more 
nearly true to the face on her coins than to the portrait 
that the poet Swinburne gives us and too many of 
her prose biographers also. There is excellent evidence 
adducible for this pleasanter characterization. 

We judge that our author does not subscribe to the 
conventional theory of a triple division of the Vestal's 
trentennial service into ten years of learning, ten of 
practice, and ten of teaching, although it has notable 
ancient attestation (93). He has on his side common 
sense and mathematics. On the other hand, he over- 
emphasizes, perhaps, the spiritual fatherhood (Bouche- 
Leclercq, Les Pontifes, 294) of the Pontifex (49, 74). 
As the bridal coiffure and various ceremonies show 
(308), tle Vestal was really religiously his wife and 
not his daughter'. A gain, it is hard to see why the 
Pontifex should not have made up his normal list of 
twenty for the drawing of lots instead of finding just 
one girl of noble rank (31) in town (41) upon whom 
to force the Vestalship8. - Furthermore, while possibly 
an Emperor as Pontifex Maximus might have to 
appoint a temporary promagister to perform the duties 
of that priestly office during any long absence from 
Rome, I know of no evidence to justify Mr. White's 
conception of a permanent Pontifex Vestae (see 
especially page 74). Under Aurelian this term occurs, 
but merely to differentiate the long established ponti- 
fices from the new priests who cared for the worship 

of the Sun, pontifices Solis9. In any case, could any- 
body but the Pontifex Maximus himself punish the 
Vestals (121)? I am in doubt10. 

The three stories which the writer attributes to 
the Atrium Vestae contained, we surmise, nothing like 
a total of two hundred rooms, even if the external shops 
should be included, nor would even the five stories 
that some would assign to the building justify that 
estimate; for the upper ones were probably only partial. 
Furthermore, the walls of the imperial palace could 
not have "towered nearly three hundred feet above 
it". Vivid and excellent as Mr. White's description 
of the Atrium is for the most part, it is only by what 
we may call a novelistic license that Brinnaria can be 
allowed her crowning achievement. Some of the 
pignora imperii may possibly have been kept in room H 
of the plan (302), but she could not have reached them 
through the Atrium"', from which the only communica- 
tion is a modern door"2. The penus Vestae in which 
the Palladium was kept was neither that room H, nor, 
as some archaeologists have suggested", the 'octagonal 
shrine' in the Atrium, but precisely where the ancients 
specifically locate it, in the Temple of Vesta itself, a 
recess screened from view by tegetes (Festus 250, etc.). 
From there not an individual Vestal but al T?S 'EaTrat 
Ldpecac irapOivot rescued it during the fire of i9I A. D. 

The reviewer, having walked over the Via Appia the 
whole distance from Rome to the site of Bovillae, 
queries the possibility of going astray on a branch from 
its straight road-bed (222) in any conceivable Roman 
fog or being blocked on that highway by the closed 
gates of the town in the manner described (230). 

The book contains one startling statement that could 
occasion much argument. Concerning the pestilence 
of i66 A. D. the author declares (Iog; compare I07): 

. . . no man ever again made a great speech, 
wrote a great book or play or poem, painted a good 
picture, carved a good statue, or contrived a good 
campaign or battle. The brains of the Roman world 
died that year; the originality of the whole nation was 
killed at once, the tradition broke off. 

The names in the story aroused my curiosity as to 
where Mr. White found them. Over forty, I believe, 
contain doubled consonants, so that their choice seems 
almost a mannerism. Schulze, Zur Geschichte 
Lateinischer Eigennamen, shakes my faith in some of 
them, although we must keep Meffia any way, since her 
mephitic effluvium likens her to a Mephitis Mephitica. 
Brinniarius is the form that Schulze offers. 

Most stories of ancient life do not deserve from a 
professional classicist more than cursory attention, 
but this has more importance than many a technical 

'This latter reference is sufficiently pertinent to Brinnaria to 
deserve quotation: Virgo vestalis scripsit hunc versum: "Feiices 
nuptae! moriar nisi nubere dulce est". Rea est incesti. 

GCompare what she could herself do to a pet monkey (77), to her 
horses and to her litter-bearers (2 II). 

7There is fascinating reading on this topic in e.g. Fehrle, Die 
Kultische Keuschheit im Altertum, 2I6-217; Dragendorff, Rhein- 
isches Museum, 1896, 299-302; and Santinelli, La Condizione 
Giuridica delle Vestali, Rivista di Filologia, I904, 63-82, but 
especially 78. 

'Augustus had already made daughters of freedmen eligible. 
Rome had at least a million inhabitants. 

9Preuner, Hestia-Vesta, 317, Notes 7-8; Wissowa, Religion und 
Kultus, 522. 

"Compare Marquardt, Staatsrecht 22, 54. 
llPresumably we should read on page 94: 'the three small rooms 

at its western end'. 
"Dr. Van Deman, The Atrium Vestae 26, especially Note 6. 
13Th6denat, Le Forum Romain et les Forums Imp6riaux, 149- 

Lanciani, Ancient Rome in the Light of Recent Discoveries, 148. 
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work. The author, we happen to know, has had The 
Unwilling Vestal on his mind for some thirty years 
and writes out of a fulness of knowledge that may well 
lead him to dissent from some of the reviewer's con- 
clusions. Our final suggestion may be unacceptable 
to Mr. White after writing sQ charmingly and without 
the slightest taint of pedantry a book intended pri- 
marily to entertain: The Unwilling Vestal could 
profitably be assigned to young Latinists to review 
for class-room purposes, or to a Classical Club of 
undergraduates for an evening of discussion, or to an 
advanced class in Private Life or Roman Religion 
for serious analysis and verification upon the basis of 
our ancient authorities. We plan to commit several 
of these sins ourselves. 
UNIVERSITY OF 

PENNSYLVANIA. WALTON BROOKS McDANIEL. 

Essais d' Etymologie et de Critique Verbale Latines; 
Recueil de Travaux Publies par la Facult6 des 
Lettres de 1' Universit6 de Neuchatel, Septieme 
Fascicule. Par Max Niedermann. Paris and 
NeuchAtel: Attinger Freres (I9I8). Pp. iig. 

At the close of his Preface, dated July 3I, i9I8, 

Professor Niedermann thanks his faculty and La Soci6t6 
Acad6mique de NeuchAtel for having made possible 
the publication of his book "en depit des difficult6s de 
1' heure actuelle". Honor to the Swiss University 
which carried on the cause of scholarship even in 
dark days! 

These pages contain a miscellany of etymologies 
and elucidations of difficult passages in certain epi- 
graphic and Vulgar Latin texts. The whole book is 
tied together by a single method-a method as sound as 
it is uncommon. In matters of etymology Niedermann 
is particularly concerned to gather all possible light 
from the resources of Latin itself and from a pains- 
taking stuady of the semantic problems involved. In 
textual matters he calls in the help of scientific gram- 
mar. In short, Niedermann has given us a brief 
demonstration of the interdependence of the study 
of Latin texts and the study of the Latin language. 

Possibly the most interesting of the etymological 
articles is that on parma (pages 36-45). After examin- 
ing and rejecting the previously suggested etymologies, 
not one of which really has anything in its favor except 
phonetic possibility, and some not even that, our 
author suggests that palma, in its original sense of 
'hand' (Greek 7raXdAu7), formed a diminutive palmula, 
which was changed by dissimulation to parmula. 
Many examples are cited from various languages of 
'diminutives' in form but not in sense; e.g. armilla, 
'bracelet', from armus, 'arm', and manicula, 'handle 
of the plough', from manus, 'hand'; in a similar fashion 
parmula came to mean 'shield'. Professor Petersen's 
monograph on Greek Diminutives in -to', particularly 
98 ff., might have suggested that parmula was not a 
true diminutive at all, but contained some earlier 

meaning of the suffix; at any rate, the meaning of 
the derivative seems to be parallel with that of armilla 
and manicula. Parma, then, is a retrograde derivative 
of parmula, just as pugna cones from pugnare, which 
is itself a derivative of pugnus, 'fist'. 

On pages 55 f. there is a discussion of an epigraphical 
dedication to Priapus, C. I. L. 5. 2803 =Carmina Epi- 
graphica 86I: 

Villicus aerari quondam, nunc cultor agelli, 
haec tibi perspectus templa Priape dico. 

Perspectus, in the sense of probatus, is to be taken with 
Priape. There are many Latin examples of the 
vocative in -us, as Audi tu, populus Albanus (Livy 
1.24.7); but for exact parallels to our passage Nieder- 
mann goes to 4iXos Di Me,gXae (I1. 4.189), o0Xos 6vetpe 
(sic, I1. 2.8), and the Lithuanian adjectives, which 
differ from the nouns in having lost the vocative 
form. 

Of particular interest to grammarians is a footnote on 
pages 31 f., concerning Indo-European dh. The new 
hypothesis has the advantage of making the second 
consonant of medius from *medhios and of ruber from 
*rudhros a voiced sound froni the earliest times, instead 
of assuming an interval of voicelessness in the Italic 
period. 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. E. H. STURTEVANT. 

HARVARD STUDIES IN CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY, 
VOLUME XX 

Volume XXIX of Harvard Studies in Classical 
Philology contains three papers: Plato's View of 
Poetry, 1-75, by William Chase Greene; Collations 
of the Manuscripts of Aristophanes' Aves, by John 
Williams White and Earnest Cary, 77-131; Joseph 
Scaliger's Estimates of Greek and Latin Authors, by 
George W. Robinson (133-I76). A page in the 
volume is dedicated to a brief record of Professor 
White's service at Harvard. 

Mr. Greene's essay is a revision of his doctoral 
dissertation, Quid de Poetis Plato Censuerit, presented 
to Harvard University in 1917. The study is carefully 
documented, by references to Plato and other Greek 
writers, and to modern scholars who have written about 
Plato. He sums up on pages 73-75. We must not 
hope, he says, to find in Plato's writings a definite 
formula that shall represent Plato's views. 

Mr. Robinson regards Joseph Scaliger as "the great- 
est scholar of modern times-if not indeed of all times", 
and feels that, therefore, a peculiar value attaches to 
his estimates of the classical writers. A few of these 
estimates had been collected and arranged in Sir 
Thomas Blount's Censura Celebriorum Authorum 
(I690), but most of them had been uncollected, till Mr. 
Robinson - himself read through the huge bulk of 
Scaliger's writings, and presented the results in the 
present paper. Mr. Robinson has also included the 
Scaligerana, memoranda of Scaliger's informal conver- 
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